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About This Game

A top-down, arcade crossfire and one moist bloodbath. You'll have to plough through endless cities, ghostly graveyards and even
a hillbilly trailer park whilst avoiding volatile contraptions of carnage. It might be wise to stop off at a local shrine and pray to a

deity of your choice, it might help...

You'll need all the power-ups you can find and when endowed with your trusty firearms you might not perish instantly. Tailor
your loadout to suit all of your destructive needs and dominate each danger zone. You can even condemn a friend to join you as

a faithful ally! ...or as a walking meat-shield for the inevitable carnage.

Features
- Five intense arenas with a variety of environments, mechanics and enemies

- Customize your loadout with a selection of weapons and grenades to fit your play style
- Select your favourites from a pool of eighteen power-ups

- Wreak havoc on your enemies with a friend in local co-op mode
- Ascend the the leaderboards to become the ultimate Xenocidal maniac!
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Title: Xenocide
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Confused Genius
Publisher:
Spawn Point OSK
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: Intel / AMD 2.0 GHz CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 8800GT or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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fun got this game half off from a random coupon from a game!. Fun alien game but lacks multiplayer. Could be made more
complex with more weapons or upgrades, Great way to burn an hour or so as it is a great (co-op) party game. So from a F2P
perspective it is fitting but unfortunately most the achievements require P2P elements of more time. But I managed to get some
achievements and almost got on the highscores so can't knock it, thumbs up!. + Nice powerups
- Number of weapons
- Game length
- Monster types

Even at $5 I still don't think this game is worth it. There are better options on Steam if you like this genre.

2\/10. Simple and basic twin stick shooter, but a lot of fun. You have unlimited ammo, so you don't have to worry about finding
new ammo on the map, you just auto-reload and keep shooting.

I know there are a lot of games like this, but I haven't played tons of them, so I can't compare to a lot of other ones, but so far I
like it more than Splatter and Nation Red. Those games are probably deeper, but also have a steeper learning curve. This one
just lets you jump in and go.

My favorite enemy is the dudes with pencils stuck through them, and once they die, the pencil shoots out and can kill you if it
hits you. Okay, maybe it's just a spike, but it looks like a giant pencil to me.. Overall its a pretty fun game which you can go
back to while waiting for friends to come online and see if you can beat the current high score's :). This is a fun game to play as
co-op. Preferred to play with keyboard rather than with controller.

+Great party game
+Music
+Rising level of panic keeps adrenaline flowing

-Loadout selections are not clear so went more by clicking random stuff
-Should have more levels
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I think i just bought myself with discount.. This is a great game, i really like it!

- 5 different Level
- Survive waves mode
- Distance mode
- 3 Primary weapons
- 2 secondary weapons
- Granades
- Powerups
- FUN FUN FUN
. Being a tester of this game and friend of those who made it, I can't say this review it's unbiased, but I'm being honest as I can
when I say the overall deserves a positive outcome:

Good points:
-Fun co-op game, specially if you try to beat highscores with friends.
-Enough variety of weapons and power-ups to keep you interested for a decent amount of hours.
-The tasks set by every map are quite different for every one.

Bad points:
-Needs more long-term fun or re-playability.
-No single player mode.
-High price.

Almost the only thing that anyone can complain about this game is the "price vs hours of fun" issue. If you obvious that,
Xenocide is what it is: a top-down shooter with zombies, waves and tons of bullets. It could totally fit as an arcade machine
game.

It's true that with a little bit more of graphical polish it could look way better and with some hours of a single-player mode, it
could be a 6€ game. Despite so, being a game from a rookie indie developer team, it's fair enough, they made it.

So, to sum up: take it if you get it cheap or with a friend, because that's the way you'll take the most of Xenocide, by playing
with games. If not, let it be and wait for the next game of these guys, pretty sure it'll be way better.

Peace.
. Nice co-op twin stick shooter.. Pros:
- Okay two-stick shooter
- Interesting powerups

Cons:
 - $6 for 0.6 hours (finished)
 - Controller support is only partial, not full like the description says
 - Not story driven just survial maps
 - Unity Engine

$6 is a high asking price for this game that feels under developed and not really ready for the market.
I didn't spend an hour and I finished the game going through all the levels, maybe $1-2 unless new features or maps are added..
Grab a friend or two, grab some beer and get ready for some xeno slaughtering fun. Fun alien game but lacks multiplayer. Could
be made more complex with more weapons or upgrades, Great way to burn an hour or so as it is a great (co-op) party game. So
from a F2P perspective it is fitting but unfortunately most the achievements require P2P elements of more time. But I managed
to get some achievements and almost got on the highscores so can't knock it, thumbs up!
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